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Itinerary #3 

Chateau and gardens    

Trip Time: 8 hours  

0:50 to Hautefort 

0:35 to Terrasson-Lavilledieu 

1:15 to Bonnes Routes 

Distance: 165 km 

(55 km) 

(29 km) 

(81 km) 

 

 

 

 
 

Main Sites:  

Chateau de Hautefort   

1 hour visit  

 

 

The domaine of Hautefort consists of a classic furnished 

chateau, a French garden and a 30-hectare park. The 

visit is self-guided for individual visitors with brochures 

translated into several languages from the ticket office.  

The chateau is quite small but the grounds quite 

extensive. There are breath-taking views on the east side 

of the gardens and the old village. 

There is no café on site but vending machines in the Salon 

d'été in the east wing offer somewhere to take a break. 

Map data © 2019 GeoBasis-KE/BKG (©2009), Google, Inst. Geogr. Nacional 
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Terrasson Lavilledieu   

2 hour visit including lunch 

 

 

Terrasson has a lovely old town with blue slate roofs on 

many of the buildings, unusual in most of the Dordogne 

region. The town sits either side of the Vézère river. On the 

North side is the newer part of town with most of the shops 

(market day is Thursday). On the South side is the old town 

which is paved and cobbled and largely pedestrianised. 

Halfway up the hill is a gardened area leading up to the 

abbey church above. Visit the Tourist Office for 

information. 

There are plenty of cafes and restaurants around the 

town to stop for a snack or meal. 

 

Jardins de l'Imaginaire 

 

1.5 hour visit  

 

 

The gardens are a beautiful oasis on six hectares of land 

overlooking the Vézère river and classified as a Notable 

Gardens of France. Designed in 1996 by landscape 

architect Kathryn Gustafson and architect Ian Ritchie, it 

uses thirteen tableaux to present the myths and legends 

of the history of gardens. It uses simple natural elements; 

trees, flowers, water and stone to suggest the passage of 

mankind from nature to agriculture to the city. 

A guided tour of 1:10 leaves from the ticket office 

opposite the garden entrance. The guides speak 

excellent English but you can also borrow a written guide 

in English which follows all points of the tour. 

 

Vezere Cruise 

 

1 hour  

 

A traditional gabares with 36 seats offers a 40 minute 

cruise along the Vézère river. Commentary is French with 

a documentary guide available in English. 

Operates May to September. Low season cruises run 

14h30 -15h30 - 16h30 - 17h30 (not Monday or Tuesday). In 

July & August they run in the morning as well.  

Buy tickets in the tourist office on the quay. 

 

 

 
 

 
  


